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Where can I quickly check a fact or expand my research?

**OXFORD REFERENCE**

Quick facts and in-depth reference

Two million digitized entries across 25 subject areas

Results range from short-entry, general reference to more in-depth articles on specialized subjects
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**OXFORD BIBLIOGRAPHIES**
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Research reviews

In-depth, high-level articles outlining key issues and major debates on your topic
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The Oxford Companion to Archaeology
3-VOLUME SET
Second Edition

Editor-in-Chief:
Neil Asher Silberman, University of Massachusetts Amherst

Since its publication in 1996, The Oxford Companion to Archaeology has firmly established itself as the standard reference work in the field of archaeology, selling nearly 15,000 copies to date and remaining a favorite among students, scholars, and anyone interested in archaeology. In 700 entries, the second edition provides thorough coverage to historical archaeology, the development of archaeology as a field of study, and the ways the discipline works to explain the past. In addition to these theoretical entries, other entries describe the major excavations, discoveries, and innovations, from the discovery of the cave paintings at Lascaux to the deciphering of Egyptian hieroglyphics and the use of luminescence dating.

978-0-19-973578-5 | HB | 2,128pp £292.50/$595

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Greece & Rome
7-VOLUME SET

Editor-in-Chief:
Michael Gagarin, University of Texas

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Greece and Rome is an accessible guide and a comprehensive overview of the major cultures of the classical Mediterranean world – Greek, or Hellenistic, and Roman – from the Bronze Age to the fifth century CE. It also covers the legacy of the classical world and its interpretation and influence in subsequent world centuries.

Each article, written by leading scholars in the field, seeks to convey the significance of the people, places, and historical events of classical antiquity, together with its intellectual and material culture.

978-0-19-517072-6 | HB | 3,408pp £675/$1045

2014 Library Journal
Best Reference Title (Humanities)
2015 CHOICE
Outstanding Academic Title

Encyclopedia of Aesthetics
6-VOLUME SET
Second Edition

Editor-in-Chief: Michael Kelly, University of North Carolina

- Over 800 entries on art, culture, and society, from classical philosophy to contemporary critical theory
- Offers reliable source in the field of aesthetics studies
- Images provide dynamic context to article content
- Invaluable bibliographies and suggestions for further reading included in all articles

The field of Aesthetics is an evolving one, and as such the Encyclopedia has been updated and expanded for a six-volume second edition. The second edition has been expanded to include increased coverage of international aesthetics, modern aesthetics, new media like computer art, and areas like neuroaesthetics that were not thoroughly covered in the first edition. Featuring 815 articles by distinguished scholars from many fields and countries, the Encyclopedia is a comprehensive survey of major concepts, thinkers, and debates about the meaning, uses, and value of all the arts—from painting and sculpture to literature, music, theater, dance, television, film, and popular culture. Of special interest are in-depth surveys of Western aesthetics and broad coverage of non-Western traditions and theories of art. Over 250 new entries have been added altogether, with the first edition’s editor-in-chief, Professor Michael Kelly overseeing the updates and expansion.

978-0-19-974710-8 | HB | 3,288pp £770/$1195

Available in Oxford Reference
ARTS & ARCHITECTURE

Benezit Dictionary of Asian Artists
2-VOLUME SET

Edited by Pamela Kember

The Benezit Dictionary of Asian Artists is the largest, most up-to-date compendium of artists’ biographies in the English language, and for the last century has been an indispensable resource for art researchers. It consists of more than 4,700 entries on artists from throughout Asia, including the Middle East, from antiquity to the present. It contains 50 new articles on contemporary artists. The artists represent a broad range of media, from traditional ink painting to performance and video art.

978-0-19-992301-4 | HB | 1,520pp £215/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

Benezit Dictionary of British Graphic Artists and Illustrators
2-VOLUME SET

Edited by Stephen Bury

The Benezit Dictionary of British Graphic Artists and Illustrators consists of over 3,000 entries on a range of British artists, from medieval manuscript illuminators to contemporary cartoonists. Its core is comprised of the entries focusing on British graphic artists and illustrators from the 2006 Benezit Dictionary of Artists with an additional 90 revised and 60 new articles. The collection highlights the rich history of British printmaking – both fine art prints and mass print media – and related activities in the production and illustration of printed books and manuscripts.

978-0-19-992305-2 | HB | 1,344pp £215/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

Oxford Dictionary of American Art & Artists

Ann Lee Morgan, Independent Scholar

With the advent of abstract expressionism in the 1940s, America became the white hot center of the artistic universe. Now, in the Oxford Dictionary of American Art and Artists, the first such volume to appear in three decades, Ann Lee Morgan offers an informative, insightful, and long overdue resource on our nation’s artistic heritage.

978-0-19-537321-9 | PB | 560pp £12.99/$17.95
978-0-19-512878-9 | HB | 560pp £29.99/$45
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

Benezit Dictionary of Artists
14-VOLUME SET

The Benezit Dictionary of Artists is a landmark European reference work in Art History. A biographical dictionary of painters, sculptors, draughtsmen, and engravers in 14 volumes (over 170,000 entries), this English-language edition, published in 2006, is an update on the 1999 fourth edition of this historical publication. The first edition was published in 3 volumes in 1911-1920.

978-0-19-977378-7 | HB | 20,608pp £2030/$3145
Available Online
The Grove Dictionary of Art
34-VOLUME SET

Boasting well over 6,000 contributors from 12 countries, the dictionary offers its readers authoritative and comprehensive global coverage.

A resource for both art and cultural studies, this dictionary serves as a unique guide to all the visual arts: painting, sculpture, architecture, photography, drawing, printmaking, as well as the decorative arts. The dictionary ranges far both geographically and historically; it features unparalleled coverage of Africa, Southeast Asia, Central Asia and Mongolia, China, India, the Islamic world, Japan, Korea, Native North America, Pacific and Aboriginal Australia, Pre-Columbian America, Ancient Egypt, Ancient Greece, the Ancient Near East, and Ancient Rome. Providing depth as well as breadth, The Grove Dictionary of Art examines important art forms and key issues of design, taste, function, and patronage, illuminating them in light of the cultural context in which they developed.

978-0-19-517068-9 | HB | 32,600pp £1425/$2200
Available Online

The Grove Encyclopedia of Northern Renaissance Art
3-VOLUME SET
Gordon Campbell, University of Leicester

The Grove Encyclopedia of Northern Renaissance Art (GENR) deals with all aspects of Northern Renaissance art ranging from artists, architecture, and patrons to the cities and centres of production vital to the flourishing of art in this period. Drawing upon the unsurpassed scholarship on the Renaissance in Northern Europe in The Grove Dictionary of Art and adding dozens of new entries, GENR is a comprehensive reference resource on this important area for students, researchers, and scholars.

978-0-19-533466-1 | HB | 2,328pp £270/$415
Available in Oxford Reference

The Grove Encyclopedia of Islamic Art and Architecture
3-VOLUME SET
Edited by Jonathan Bloom, and Sheila Blair, both at Boston College

Oxford University Press is proud to present the most up-to-date and comprehensive encyclopedia in this field. In three illustrated volumes with more than 1,500 entries, the encyclopedia deals with all aspects of this important area of study, ranging from the Middle East to Central Asia to Southeast Asia and Africa as well as Europe and North America. The Grove Encyclopedia of Islamic Art and Architecture covers all subject areas including: artists, ruler, writers, architecture, ceramics, sculpture, painting, calligraphy, coins, textiles, and much more.

978-0-19-533099-1 | HB | 2,124pp £270/$415
Available in Oxford Reference

The Grove Encyclopedia of American Art
5-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: Joan Marter, Rutgers University

The Grove Encyclopedia of American Art is unparalleled in its comprehensive approach to the study of art in the United States and it takes a fresh look at what American art is, how it is defined, and who influenced and produced it. The encyclopedia contains reviewed, revised, and updated entries from Grove Art Online as well as hundreds of new entries. It covers American painting, architecture, sculpture, and photography from the Pre-Columbian sources to the colonial period to the twenty-first century devoting coverage to many previously underrepresented areas of inquiry, including African American artists, Asian American artists, and Native American art, both historical and contemporary.

978-0-19-533579-8 | HB | 2,608pp £545/$1045
Available in Oxford Reference
The Grove Encyclopedia of Medieval Art & Architecture
6-VOLUME SET

Editor-in-Chief: Colum Hourihane, Index of Christian Art

The Grove Encyclopedia of Medieval Art and Architecture (GEMAA) offers unparalleled coverage of all aspects of art and architecture from Medieval Western Europe, from the 6th century to the early 16th century. Drawing upon the expansive scholarship in the celebrated The Grove Dictionary of Art and adding hundreds of new entries on topics not previously covered, as well as fully updated and expanded entries and bibliographies, GEMAA offers students, researchers, and the general public a reliable, up-to-date, and convenient resource covering this field of major importance in the development of Western history and international art and architecture.

978-0-19-539536-5 | HB | 4,048pp £677.50/$895
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Companion to Architecture
2-VOLUME SET

General Editor: Patrick Goode, formerly University of Greenwich
Consultant Editors: Stanford Anderson, and Colin St. John Wilson

The Oxford Companion to Architecture offers a lucid survey of the architects, building types, movements and styles, materials, and designs that make up the history and technology of architecture. The Companion is particularly strong in its coverage of architecture around the world, and of modern and vernacular architecture.

Oxford Companion Series
978-0-19-860568-3 | HB | 640pp £195/$355
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Dictionary of Architecture
Third Edition

James Stevens Curl, University of Ulster, and Susan Wilson, Landscape Institute

With over 6,000 entries from Aalto to Zwinger, this is the most authoritative dictionary of architectural history available. Beautifully illustrated and including an extensive and fully up-to-date bibliography, it is an invaluable work of reference for students of architecture, landscape architecture, professional architects, and art historians.

978-0-19-967499-2 | PB | 896pp £11.99/$19.95
978-0-19-967498-5 | HB | 1,040pp £45/$70
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference
ATLASES

FORTHCOMING

Atlas of the World
Twenty-Fourth Edition

- In-depth opening section on Land and Maritime Boundaries (to replace The Future of Oceans)
- The features on the UN Millennium Development Goals that appear throughout the World Geography section will be replaced with information on the newly launched 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals
- New plan of Dallas-Fort Worth, the 4th largest urban area in the USA with nearly 7 million people
- World Geography reviewing climate change, cities, world religions, employment, industry, tourism, and travel
- Gazetteer of Nations focusing on the latest political and economic situation for all independent countries and major dependent territories brought right up-to-date
- New large-format satellite imagery
- World city maps checked and updated to show new roads, railways, tram systems, and places of interest

The only atlas to be updated annually, Oxford's Atlas of the World is the finest international resource of its kind. The 24th edition includes sections on Land and Maritime Boundaries, United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, and Images of Earth, as well as an index and glossary and hundreds of city and world maps, many of which have been thoroughly updated for this edition.

US: Oct 2017*
978-0-19-084362-5 | HB | 448pp
$89.95

Atlas of World History
Second Edition

General Editor: Patrick O'Brien,
London School of Economics

Oxford's Atlas of World History is the result of years of intensive work by a specialist team of scholars, editors, and cartographers. It presents the story of humanity in its physical setting, from the emergence of the earliest hominoids to the present day. Truly international in scope, the atlas incorporates the latest research into Asian, African, and Central and South American history, as well as the traditional core of North American and European events.

The atlas features some 450 vivid full-color maps illustrating the major themes and events of world history, 100 photographs, 60 diagrams and hundreds of thousands of words of explanatory text.

US: Oct 2010*
978-0-19-974653-8 | HB | 312pp
$49.95

New Concise World Atlas
Fifth Edition

With hundreds of dramatic, full-color, large-format maps produced by Europe’s finest team of cartographers, the fifth edition of the New Concise World Atlas solidifies Oxford’s position as the only publisher of regularly updated atlases at every desirable size and price.

Containing over 100 pages of the most up-to-date topographic and political maps, the New Concise World Atlas also features a new front section of satellite imagery, as well as new detailed maps of the ocean seafloors.

Recent changes to the world's geography are thoroughly captured in this edition; fully updated tables and world statistics provide data on climate, population, area, and physical dimensions. Finally, an index with over 58,000 items make searching for lesser-known locales quick and easy.

US: Nov 2015*
978-0-19-026541-0 | HB | 224pp
$39.95

Oxford Research Encyclopedias
www.oxfordre.com
### The Oxford Classical Dictionary

**Fourth Edition**

Edited by **Simon Hornblower**, University of Oxford, **Antony Spawforth**, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, and **Esther Eidinow**, University of Nottingham

- The most up-to-date and comprehensive one-volume dictionary in the field of classics
- Established reference work covering all aspects of the classical era; now revised to incorporate the very latest research and developments

Completely revised and updated, the fourth edition of this established dictionary offers entries on all aspects of the classical world. With reception and anthropology as new focus areas and numerous new entries, it is an essential reference work for students, scholars, teachers of classics, and for anyone with an interest in the classical era.

**UK: Mar 2012 / US: May 2012**

978-0-19-954556-8 | HB | 1,648pp £110/$175

Available in Oxford Reference

---

### The Oxford Companion to Classical Literature

**Third Edition**

Edited by **M. C. Howatson**, University of Oxford

A unique A-Z reference work of over 3,100 entries spanning the length and breadth of classical literature. It ranges from detailed biographies of authors, to topical entries on the wider aspects of classical society, and on the literary works that shed light on them.

**Oxford Companion Series**


978-0-19-954855-2 | PB | 640pp £40/$65

978-0-19-954854-5 | HB | 640pp £149/$219.50

Available in Oxford Reference

---

### The Oxford Guide to the Historical Reception of Augustine

**Editor-in-Chief: Karla Pollmann**, University of Kent

In collaboration with Editor **Willemien Otten**, The University of Chicago Divinity school, and Others

The Oxford Guide to the Historical Reception of Augustine is an international and interdisciplinary enterprise on the impact of Augustine of Hippo. It offers a detailed introduction and 600 entries which describe, analyse, and evaluate Augustine's influence on a broad variety of key historical figures and themes through the ages.

**UK: Aug 2013 / US: Sep 2013**

978-0-19-929916-4 | Pack | 2,000pp £450/$895

Available in Oxford Reference

---

### The Oxford Companion to Classical Civilization

**Second Edition**

**Simon Hornblower**, University of Oxford, **Antony Spawforth**, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, and **Esther Eidinow**, University of Nottingham

This authoritative A to Z guide features over 700 entries on all aspects of life in Ancient Greece and Rome. Beautiful illustrations, jargon-free entries, and a useful chronology and bibliography make this Companion the perfect guide for readers interested in learning more about the Graeco-Roman world.

**Oxford Companion Series**


978-0-19-870677-9 | HB | 912pp £40/$65

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

Visit our website at: www.oup.com/academic
Encyclopedia of African American History
5-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: Paul Finkelman, Albany Law School

Focusing on the making of African American society from the 1896 “separate but equal” ruling of Plessy v. Ferguson up to the contemporary period, this encyclopedia traces the transition from the Reconstruction Era to the age of Jim Crow, the Harlem Renaissance, the Great Migration, the Brown ruling that overturned Plessy, the Civil Rights Movement, and the ascendant influence of African-American culture on the American cultural landscape up to and including the 2008 election of Barack Obama.

978-0-19-516779-5 | HB | 2,672pp £442.50/$685
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Encyclopedia of African Thought
2-VOLUME SET
Edited by F. Abiola Irele, Harvard University, and Biodun Jeyifo, Harvard University

From St. Augustine and early Ethiopian philosophers to the anti-colonialist movements of Pan-Africanism and Negritude, this encyclopedia offers a comprehensive view of African thought, covering the intellectual tradition both on the continent in its entirety and throughout the African Diaspora in the Americas and in Europe. The term “African thought” has been interpreted in the broadest sense to embrace all those forms of discourse - philosophy, political thought, religion, literature, important social movements - that contribute to the formulation of a distinctive vision of the world determined by or derived from the African experience.

978-0-19-533473-9 | HB | 1,024pp £207.50/$315
Available in Oxford Reference

Oxford African American Studies Center
www.oxfordaasc.org
Dictionary of African Biography
6-VOLUME SET
Editors-in-Chief: Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and Emmanuel Akyeampong, both at Harvard University
Editorial Board Member: Steven J. Niven, Harvard University

From the Pharaohs to Fanon, the Dictionary of African Biography (DAB) provides a comprehensive overview of the lives of the men and women who shaped Africa’s history. Unprecedented in scale, DAB covers the whole continent from Tunisia to South Africa, from Sierra Leone to Somalia. It also encompasses the full scope of history from Queen Hatsheput of Egypt (1490-1468 BC) and Hannibal, the military commander and strategist of Carthage (243-183 BC), to Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana (1909-1972), Miriam Makeba and Nelson Mandela of South Africa (1918- ).

978-0-19-538207-5 | HB | 3,384pp £775/$1200
Available in Oxford Reference

African American National Biography
12-VOLUME SET
Second Edition
Editors-in-Chief: Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, both at Harvard University

The second edition of the African American National Biography has expanded this landmark scholarship from eight to twelve volumes. Each of the nearly 5,000 entries are written and signed by distinguished scholars under the direction of Editors-in-Chief Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham. The African American National Biography is the most significant and expansive collection of black lives in print today. This essential scholarly reference work presents history through the lives of its people, profiling the famous, infamous, and little-known figures in African American history.

The African American History Reference Series
978-0-19-992077-8 | HB | 7,588pp £837.50/$1,295

OUPblog
Oxford University Press’s Academic Insights for the Thinking World

Authors, staff, and friends of Oxford University Press provide daily commentary and opinion on a range of topics. The OUPblog is a source like no other for learning, understanding, and reflection.

For the latest insight into a range of topics, visit blog.oup.com
American National Biography

24-VOLUME SET

Edited by John A. Garraty, and Mark C. Carnes, both at Columbia University

American National Biography (ANB) is the first new comprehensive biographical dictionary focused on American history to be published in more than 70 years. In chronological scope, the ANB ranges from the time of the earliest recorded European explorations up to the very recent past. The approximately 17,500 historical figures who are profiled come from virtually all walks of life. The ANB is destined to be the standard reference work of its kind well into the twenty-first century.

978-0-19-520635-7 | HB | 22,968pp
£1352.50/$2095
Available Online

The Oxford Encyclopedia of the History of American Science, Medicine, & Technology

2-VOLUME SET

Editor-in-Chief: Hugh Richard Slotten, University of Otago

- Authoritative and accessible overviews on specific topics in the history of American science, medicine, and technology
- Over 400 entries written by historians, researchers, and experts
- Covers the course of history of American science, medicine, and technology from the early colonial era to present-day

Science, medicine, and technology have become increasingly important to the average individual in modern society. The importance of these three fields is in many ways one of the defining characteristics of modernity. Understanding their history is essential for educated individuals. Science, medicine, and technology are not static endeavors but processes, bodies of knowledge, tools, and techniques that are constantly growing and changing. The entries in this encyclopedia explore the changing character of science, medicine, and technology in the United States; the key individuals, institutions, and organizations responsible for major developments; and the concepts, practices, and processes underlying these changes.

Oxford Encyclopedias of American History

978-0-19-976666-6 | HB | 1,456pp
£255/$395
Available in Oxford Reference
The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Social History
2-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: Lynn Dumenil, Occidental College
Series Editor: Paul Boyer, University of Wisconsin-Madison

The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Social History is the first reference work to eschew a narrow focus on past presidents, intellectuals, military heroes, and other exhaustively studied and well-remembered persons, and instead examine the history of ordinary Americans.

Oxford Encyclopedias of American History
978-0-19-974336-0 | HB | 1,416pp £255/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Cultural & Intellectual History
2-VOLUME SET
Editors-in-Chief: Joan Shelley Rubin, University of Rochester, Scott E. Casper, University of Nevada, and Paul S. Boyer, University of Wisconsin-Madison

The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Cultural and Intellectual History brings together in one two-volume set the record of the nation’s values, aspirations, anxieties, and beliefs as expressed in both everyday life and formal bodies of thought.

Oxford Encyclopedias of American History
978-0-19-976435-8 | HB | 1,550pp £192.50/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Military & Diplomatic History
2-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: Timothy J. Lynch, University of Melbourne
General Editor: Paul S. Boyer, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Editorial Board Members: Christopher Nichols, Oregon State University, and David Milne, University of East Anglia

The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Military and Diplomatic History will offer both assessment and analysis of the key episodes, issues and actors in the military and diplomatic history of the United States.

Oxford Encyclopedias of American History
978-0-19-975925-5 | HB | 1,488pp £192.50/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Business, Labor, & Economic History
2-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: Melvyn Dubofsky, SUNY Binghamton
Series Editor: Paul S. Boyer, University of Wisconsin-Madison

This encyclopedia offers students and scholars access to information about the concepts, institutions/organizations, events, and individuals that have shaped the history of economics, business, and labor from the origins of what later became the United States in an earlier age of globalization and the expansion of capitalism to the present.

Oxford Encyclopedias of American History
UK: Jul 2013 / US: Jun 2013
978-0-19-973881-6 | HB | 1,138pp £192.50/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

Visit our website at: www.oup.com/academic
NEW

The Oxford Dictionary of Family Names in Britain and Ireland
4-VOLUME SET

Edited by Patrick Hanks, and Richard Coates, both at University of the West of England, and Peter McClure, University of Nottingham

- Covers over 45,000 family names in the UK
- Each entry includes the current and 1881 frequencies of the name, its main GB location, and its language or culture of origin
- Each main entry explains the name’s origins and history, supported by a selection of early bearers taken from a wide range of sources

This newly compiled and researched dictionary contains entries for more than 45,000 English, Scottish, Welsh, Irish, Cornish, and immigrant surnames. The Oxford Dictionary of Family Names in Britain and Ireland is the ultimate reference work on family names of the UK.

UK: Nov 2016 / US: Jan 2017
978-0-19-967776-4 | HB | 3,136pp
£400/$600

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Companion to British History
Second Edition

Edited by John Cannon, and Robert Crowcroft, both at University of Edinburgh

In over 4,500 entries, this Companion covers all aspects of the history of Britain from 55 BC to the present day. Completely revised and updated, this is the go-to reference work for students and teachers of British history, as well as for anyone with an interest in the subject.

Oxford Companion Series

978-0-19-967783-2 | HB | 1,040pp
£45/$75

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

2014 CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title

Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE BRITISH ACADEMY
60-VOLUME SET

Edited by H. C. G. Matthew, and Brian Harrison, both at University of Oxford

The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography is a collection of 50,000 specially written biographies of men and women who have shaped all aspects of British history. The stories of these lives - told in substantial, authoritative, and readable articles - have been published simultaneously in 60 print volumes and online.

978-0-19-861411-1 | Pack | 61,472pp
£1575/$2660

Available in Oxford National Biography

Order Online at: www.oup.com or contact your sales representative
The Oxford Encyclopedia of Medieval Warfare & Military Technology

Edited by Clifford J. Rogers, US Military Academy at West Point

From the Viking invasions to the Crusades to the Hundred Years War, wars were crucial agents of change in medieval Europe. They fostered many economic and political changes. They also affected the science, technology, religion, and culture of the parties involved.

This three-volume encyclopedia examines all aspects of warfare and military technology in medieval times. Featuring the latest research from the leading experts in medieval military history it provides an exhaustive and accurate view of how and why wars were waged throughout Europe, the Byzantine Empire, and the Crusader States from circa 500 CE to circa 1500.

UK: Jul 2010 / US: May 2010
978-0-19-533403-6 | Pack | 1,792pp £272.50/$415

Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Dictionary of the Middle Ages

Edited by Robert E. Bjork, Arizona State University

The Oxford Dictionary of the Middle Ages is a major new four-volume reference resource for all aspects of European history, society, religion, and culture, from 500 to 1500.

- Includes over 5,000 A-Z entries, written by more than 800 international scholars
- Ten geographical editors and sixteen topical editors, for topics from Archaeology to Technology, have ensured the broadest and most balanced coverage possible

The Oxford Dictionary of the Middle Ages is a major new reference resource for all key aspects of European history, society, religion, and culture from 500 to 1500. Since neighbouring areas of Asia and North Africa impinged on and helped shape the civilization of the West, relevant aspects of the Byzantine Empire, the Islamic dynasties, and Asiatic peoples such as the Avars and the Mongols are included.

Over 800 scholars, guided by an international advisory board of five and an international editorial board of 26, have written the over 5,000 entries, and these entries have been lavishly supplemented by more than 500 illustrations and 50 maps. Each entry contains a brief bibliography.

UK: Jun 2010 / US: Jun 2010
978-0-19-866262-4 | HB | 1,962pp £425/$685

Available in Oxford Reference
Concise Oxford English Dictionary
Twelfth Edition

- Over 240,000 words, phrases, and definitions, covering technical and scientific vocabulary as well as English from around the world
- Hundreds of new words and phrases, based on the latest research from the Oxford English Corpus
- Hundreds of usage notes on tricky vocabulary and grammar usage

100 years after its first publication, the twelfth edition of this world-famous bestseller gives the most up-to-date picture of the English language today. The original 1911 edition, revolutionary at the time for its focus on current English and its use of illustrative examples, combined a succinct yet approachable style with coverage of everyday as well as specialist terms. This centenary edition continues this ground-breaking tradition, giving you rich authoritative coverage of English as it is used today.

978-0-19-960108-0 | HB | 1,728pp £25/$40
978-0-19-960109-7 | CD-ROM | 20pp £21.25/$39.95

Oxford Dictionary of English
Third Edition

The foremost single volume authority on the English language, the Oxford Dictionary of English is at the forefront of language research, focusing on English as it is used today. It is informed by the most up-to-date evidence from the largest language research programme in the world, including the two-billion-word Oxford English Corpus.

This new edition includes thousands of brand-new words and senses, as well as up-to-date encyclopedic information, and extensive appendices covering topics such as countries, heads of state, and chemical elements.

978-0-19-957112-3 | HB | 2,112pp £39.99/$65
Available in Oxford Reference

Shorter Oxford English Dictionary
2-VOLUME SET
Sixth Edition

The sixth edition of the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary provides a complete update of this unique reference work. Based on the 20-volume The Oxford English Dictionary, the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary contains an incredible one-third of the coverage of The Oxford English Dictionary, is just one-tenth of the size, and includes all words in current English from 1700 to the present day, plus the vocabulary of Shakespeare, the Bible and other major works in English from before 1700.

The new edition, includes 2,500 new words and senses, plus thousands of antedatings of existing words. The work includes many new quotations from recent authors, a refreshed design, and a complete review of spelling forms and defining vocabulary, making it the most authoritative reference work available for both modern and historical English.

978-0-19-920687-2 | HB | 3,804pp £105/$170
The Oxford English Dictionary

20-VOLUME SET
Second Edition
Edited by John Simpson, and Edmund Weiner

- The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) is an unrivalled guide to the meaning, history, and pronunciation of over half a million words
- The dictionary traces the evolution of over 600,000 words from across the English-speaking world through 2.4 million quotations
- Historical in focus, each of the OED’s entries contain the word’s earliest known use, as well as later examples which help plot the word’s subsequent development in English
- Its quotations are taken from a broad range of English language sources - from classic literature and specialist periodicals to film scripts and cookery books
- Elegantly designed for maximum legibility and printed to the highest standards on the finest quality paper

The 20-volume Oxford English Dictionary (OED) is the accepted authority on the evolution of the English language over the last millennium. It traces the usage of words through 2.4 million quotations from a wide range of international English language sources.

The OED has a unique historical focus. Accompanying each definition is a chronologically arranged group of quotations that trace the usage of words, and show the contexts in which they can be used. The quotations are drawn from a huge variety of sources worldwide – literary, scholarly, technical, and popular - and represent authors as disparate as Geoffrey Chaucer and Erica Jong, William Shakespeare, Charles Darwin and Isabella Beeton.

Other features distinguishing the entries in the dictionary are authoritative definitions; detailed information on pronunciation using the International Phonetic Alphabet; listings of variant spellings used throughout each word’s history; extensive treatment of etymology; and details of area of usage and of any regional characteristics.

978-0-19-861186-8 | HB | 21,728pp
978-0-19-956383-8 | CD-ROM | 12pp
978-0-19-957315-8 | Pack | 21,728pp
Available Online

£750/$1,045
£162.50/$295
£817.30/$1,290

The Compact Oxford English Dictionary

Second Edition
Edited by John Simpson, and Edmund Weiner

The Compact Oxford English Dictionary reproduces micrographically, in a single volume, the complete text of the highly acclaimed Second Edition of The Oxford English Dictionary. In this edition, nine pages of the original fit onto just one. This volume comes in a slipcase with a magnifying glass and a new user’s guide which explains the conventions of the Oxford English Dictionary.

978-0-19-861258-2 | HB | 2,402pp

£400/$399.95
Albanian-English Dictionary

Edited by Leonard Newmark, University of California

This comprehensive dictionary of modern Albanian is an essential reference for anyone studying or using the language. It offers over 85,000 entries, covering standard, non-standard, and colloquial Albanian, including the latest idioms, technical and scientific vocabulary, and cultural and encyclopedic information. It also gives detailed help with pronunciation and grammar.

978-0-19-860322-1 | PB | 1,056pp £35/$44.95

Oxford Chinese Dictionary

The Oxford Chinese Dictionary contains over 300,000 words and phrases and 370,000 translations, including the latest vocabulary from computing, business, the media, and the arts, and tens of thousands of example phrases illustrating key points of construction and usage. There are over 300 cultural notes giving essential information about many aspects of life and culture in the Chinese and English speaking worlds.

UK: Sep 2010 / US: Jul 2010
978-0-19-920761-9 | HB | 2,064pp £50/$75

Oxford German Dictionary

Third Edition

The Oxford German Dictionary offers authoritative coverage of 320,000 words and phrases, and 520,000 translations. With a clear two-colour layout, a correspondence guide, and notes on life and culture in the German-speaking world, this is the essential bilingual reference tool for students, academics and language professionals.

978-0-19-954568-1 | HB | 1,800pp £35/$55

Oxford Portuguese Dictionary

Based on real modern evidence and computational analysis of hundreds of millions of words of both English (American and British) and Portuguese (Brazilian and European), the Oxford Portuguese Dictionary boasts more than 200,000 words and phrases and 320,000 translations. This up-to-date resource has been designed for both Portuguese and English native speakers and includes the latest vocabulary from computing, business, and the media, across both languages.

978-0-19-967812-9 | HB | 1,664pp £50/$80

Order Online at: www.oup.com or contact your sales representative
Oxford Russian Dictionary

Fourth Edition

This edition of the Oxford Russian Dictionary contains many enhancements, including new supplementary material with a correspondence section, grammar help, and extra sections on the pronunciation of Russian and English.

The text has also been updated with hundreds of new words, in both the English and Russian sides of the dictionary. These new words mean that the Oxford Russian Dictionary continues to be the leader in its field as the most comprehensive, up-to-date Russian dictionary available.

978-0-19-861420-3 | HB | 1,344pp £35/$65

Oxford English-Hebrew Dictionary

Edited by N. S. Doniach, and A. Kahane

First published as a hardback, the Oxford English-Hebrew Dictionary is a milestone in the description of modern Hebrew. The English coverage of the dictionary comprises over 50,000 entries including current idioms and phrases, slang and colloquialisms, technical and scientific terminology, legal and medical terminology, and US and Australian terms. There is a strong emphasis on usage alerting the user to varying registers and contexts.

978-0-19-860172-2 | PB | 1,120pp £55/$59.95

Oxford Spanish Dictionary

Fourth Edition

The most comprehensive bilingual Spanish dictionary of its kind. Authoritative, up-to-date coverage accessible through a clear colour layout. Now with new entry menu to help navigate longer entries. Additional materials include cultural notes, sample correspondence, and CVs, ideal for language students or those living abroad.

978-0-19-954340-3 | HB | 2,060pp £35/$49.95

Oxford Hindi-English Dictionary

Edited by R. S. McGregor, University of Cambridge

The Oxford Hindi-English Dictionary is ideal for study, business or home reference. It provides comprehensive and up-to-date coverage at an affordable price. This is a major new Hindi-English dictionary which will meet the need of a growing number of people now learning and studying Hindi. The dictionary gives extensive coverage of the modern standardised language.

978-0-19-864339-5 | PB | 1,104pp £25/$45

Oxford Hachette French Dictionary

Fourth Edition

The Oxford-Hachette French Dictionary is based on the statistical evidence of vast electronic databanks of real language, both written and spoken, making it the most comprehensive, reliable, and up-to-date dictionary of French and English available today. And now, it has even better coverage of the language, with improved treatment of acronyms and EU terminology, as well as thousands of new words in both English and French.

This edition contains even more useful information for the language student abroad - sample bills and rent agreements help you orientate yourself in a new culture. Alternatively, it is an essential reference tool for the shelves of a second home.

978-0-19-861422-7 | HB | 2,080pp £35/$55
New Oxford American Dictionary
Third Edition

- Offers the most comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of current English
- Over 2,000 new words, phrases, and meanings and more than 1,000 illustrations
- New “Word Trends” feature charts usage for rapidly changing words and phrases

The New Oxford American Dictionary is Oxford’s flagship American dictionary, offering comprehensive and authoritative coverage of the English language, with over 350,000 words, phrases, and senses, plus hundreds of explanatory notes. The third edition features a completely updated text, modern new text design, new in-text feature on Word Trends, and approximately 2,000 new words and meanings. Coverage will be expanded and revised using the two-billion-word Oxford English Corpus and new tools for its analysis to reveal patterns of usage in modern English.

978-0-19-539288-3 | HB | 2,096pp £40.49/$60
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

Oxford American Desk Dictionary & Thesaurus
Third Edition

The Oxford American Desk Dictionary and Thesaurus Third Edition is a portable, all-in-one reference, seamlessly combining dictionary and thesaurus entries into one text. In addition to finding meanings, synonyms, and antonyms for a word together in one entry, users will appreciate a selection of the most helpful extra features.

978-0-19-973927-1 | HB | 928pp £15/$19.95

Oxford American Dictionary & Thesaurus
Second Edition

Here is an all-in-one desk reference offering the range and depth of a full dictionary, with a wide selection of synonyms and antonyms, plus valuable writing tips and information – all in one convenient volume. Newly redesigned, the second edition contains more than 150,000 words, phrases and definitions, plus 184,000 synonyms and antonyms.

978-0-19-538465-9 | HB | 1,600pp £20.49/$29.95

Concise Oxford American Dictionary

This compact reference packs an extraordinary amount of information into a handy book that is practical, dependable, affordable, and easy to read. Based on the groundbreaking flagship dictionary, the New Oxford American Dictionary, this concise edition includes more than 180,000 entries and definitions, complete with pronunciations, parts of speech, syllabification, inflected forms, and derivatives.

978-0-19-530484-8 | HB | 1,152pp £17.49/$24.95
Available as an Ebook

Order Online at: www.oup.com or contact your sales representative
The Australian National Dictionary
AUSTRALIAN WORDS AND THEIR ORIGINS
2-VOLUME SET
Second Edition

Bruce Moore, Australian National Dictionary Centre

- It differs from general dictionaries in being based on historical principles, like The Oxford English Dictionary. This means it describes the full history of a word, starting with its earliest appearance, establishing its origin, and documenting its use over time.
- There is detailed information on the origins of these Australian words, including comprehensive coverage of more than 550 words that have been borrowed from 100 Aboriginal languages.
- Includes more than 16,000 Australian terms.

The Australian National Dictionary (AND) is the only comprehensive, historically based record of the words and meanings that make up Australian English. It is a unique lexical map of Australian history and culture.

The AND is a dictionary of Australianisms. It includes words and meanings that have originated in Australia, that have a greater currency within Australia than elsewhere, or that have a special significance in Australian history. Whereas the first edition of the dictionary, published in 1988, contained about 10,000 headwords, compounds, idioms, and derivatives, this second edition contains over 16,000.

978-0-19-555026-9 | HB | 1,600pp £150/$150
The Oxford International Encyclopedia of Legal History

6-VOLUME SET

Edited by Stanley N. Katz, Princeton University

The Oxford International Encyclopedia of Legal History is a comprehensive, international, interdisciplinary reference work that includes approximately 1,000 articles on all aspects of legal history throughout the world from ancient to modern times. Articles deal with private law, public law, and constitutional/higher law throughout the world; each article is signed by one of the set’s many noteworthy contributors, which include major scholars and experts.

For years, scholars have been investigating the remote origins of their respective national and religious laws. Only recently has there been a developing interest in and study of the history of law in modern times. The Encyclopedia will bring together the study of ancient law with the study of modern law - examining statutes and administrative rulings as well as judicial decisions, legislatures, agencies, and courts.

978-0-19-513405-6 | HB | 3,072pp £610/$945
Available in Oxford Reference

Guide to Latin in International Law

Aaron X. Fellmeth, Arizona State University, and Maurice Horwitz, Practices Law

Provides international lawyers with a comprehensive understanding of commonly found Latin terms used in diplomacy and international law practice. Offering over 2,300 entries, the editors provide the etymology, pronunciation, context, and examples of usage of classic and modern Latin terms.

978-0-19-536938-0 | HB | 328pp £76.99/$115
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

Parry & Grant Encyclopaedic Dictionary of International Law

Third Edition

John P Grant, Lewis and Clark School of Law, and J. Craig Barker, University of Sussex

- Completely updated and expanded to include over 2,500 entries with increased coverage on growing areas of international law
- An indispensable reference tool for anyone interested in the fullest compendium of international legal terms
- Written by two of the foremost scholars in the field with extensive international legal knowledge

The Parry and Grant Encyclopaedic Dictionary of International Law, is a one-of-a-kind reference tool that brings together both terminology and pertinent descriptive information on international law.

Now in its third edition, the Parry and Grant Encyclopaedic Dictionary of International Law is completely updated and expanded to include increased coverage in growing areas of international law including diplomatic law, criminal law, human rights, and more. Over 2,500 entries provides the reader with copious references for further research including cases, treaties, journal articles, and websites.

978-0-19-538977-7 | HB | 702pp £132.50/$205
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference
Garner’s Modern English Usage
Fourth Edition

Bryan A. Garner, LawProse, Inc.

- Garner’s Modern American Usage has been renamed Garner’s Modern English Usage. Coverage of global English in this usage guide has been significantly expanded
- Author is an acclaimed writer, grammarian, lexicographer, teacher, and lawyer
- The first language usage guide to include the “Garner’s Language-Change Index”

A cornerstone of Oxford’s language reference list, Garner’s Modern English Usage now includes revisions to more than 2,000 entries to reflect the nuances of English usage not only in the United States, but in Australia and New Zealand, the United Kingdom, Canada, and South Africa.

978-0-19-049148-2 | HB | 1,120pp £32.99/$50
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

Fowler’s Dictionary of Modern English Usage
Fourth Edition

Edited by Jeremy Butterfield, Author, Language Expert, Writer and Lexicographer

This renowned reference work offers clear, practical guidance on controversial or disputed language usage, including questions of grammar, spelling, style, and word choice. This new edition has been comprehensively updated and is a trustworthy guide for anyone seeking authoritative advice on the correct use of English.

International in scope, it gives in-depth coverage of both British and American English usage issues, with reference also to the English of Australia, Canada, India, New Zealand, and South Africa. The thousands of authentic examples in the book vividly demonstrate how modern writers tackle debated usage issues.

978-0-19-966135-0 | HB | 928pp £25/$39.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

Garner’s Dictionary of Legal Usage
Third Edition

Bryan A. Garner, LawProse, Inc.

Garner’s Dictionary of Legal Usage third edition functions both as a style guide and as a law dictionary, guiding writers to distinguish between true terms of law and mere jargon and illustrating recommended forms of expression.

978-0-19-538420-8 | HB | 1,032pp £41.99/$65

Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford English Dictionary
WITH ADDITIONAL MATERIAL FROM A THESAURUS OF OLD ENGLISH
2-VOLUME SET

Edited by Christian Kay, University of Glasgow, Jane Roberts, University of London, Michael Samuels, formerly University of Glasgow, and Irené W'otherspoon, formerly University of Glasgow,

The Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford English Dictionary is a unique new resource charting the semantic development of the huge and varied vocabulary of English. It is the first comprehensive historical thesaurus ever produced for any language, containing almost every word in English from Old English to the present day, and is a magnificent resource for the historical study of the language.

It is based on a detailed analysis of English as found in the second edition of The Oxford English Dictionary and also draws on A Thesaurus of Old English.

978-0-19-920899-9 | HB | 3,952pp £275/$495

Order Online at: www.oup.com or contact your sales representative
The Oxford Dictionary of Original Shakespearean Pronunciation

David Crystal, University of Wales
- Accompanied by a website hosting sound files
- Offers a comprehensive description of Shakespearean original pronunciation

This dictionary is the first comprehensive description of Shakespearean original pronunciation (OP), enabling practitioners to deal with any queries about the pronunciation of individual words. It includes all the words in the First Folio, transcribed using IPA.

978-0-19-966842-7 | HB | 704pp £25/$39.95
Available in Oxford Reference

Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology
Edited by the late C. T. Onions
With the assistance of G. W. S. Friedrichsen, and R. W. Burchfield

The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology is based on the original edition of The Oxford English Dictionary but much augmented by further research on the etymology of English and other languages. Providing a fascinating insight into the development of English, it describes 38,000 words in 24,000 articles.

978-0-19-861112-7 | HB | 1,040pp £60/$89.95
The Oxford Companion to Charles Dickens

ANNIVERSARY EDITION

Edited by Paul Schlicke, University of Aberdeen

Reissued to celebrate the bicentenary of Charles Dickens's birth, The Oxford Companion to Charles Dickens draws together an unparalleled diversity of information on one of Britain's greatest writers: covering his life, his works, his reputation, and his cultural context.

Featuring more than 500 A-Z articles, it throws new and often unexpected light on the most familiar of Dickens's works, and explores the experiences, events, and literature on which he drew.

Oxford Companion Series

978-0-19-964018-8 | HB | 704pp £28/$39.95
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Companion to Fairy Tales

Second Edition

Edited by Jack Zipes, University of Minnesota

In over 1,000 entries, this acclaimed Companion covers all aspects of the Western fairy tale tradition, from medieval to modern, under the guidance of Professor Jack Zipes. It provides an authoritative reference source for this complex and captivating genre, exploring the tales themselves, the writers who wrote and reworked them, and the artists who illustrated them. It also covers numerous related topics such as the fairy tale and film, television, art, opera, ballet, the oral tradition, music, advertising, cartoons, fantasy literature, feminism, and stamps.

Oxford Companion Series

978-0-19-968982-8 | HB | 768pp £35/$55
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference
The Oxford Companion to Modern Poetry
Second Edition
Edited by Jeremy Noel-Tod, University of East Anglia, and Ian Hamilton, Literary Critic, Poet, and Essayist

This impressive volume provides over 1,500 thoroughly revised and updated entries on modern poets active from 1910 to the present day. An extensive guide to the lives of influential poets writing in English, in Britain and around the world, this Companion helps to illuminate the influences, inspirations, and movements that have shaped the lives and works of these important authors.

First published in 1994 as The Oxford Companion to Twentieth Century Poetry in English and compiled by a team of 230 experts, including famous poets such as Carol Rumens and Andrew Motion.

The A-Z biographies are complemented by new appendices including coverage of poetry events and movements and lists of anthologies and important poetry prizes and prize-winners. This superb reference work is the ideal companion for students of English Literature, Language, and Creative Writing, as well as for anyone with an interest in modern poetry.

Oxford Companion Series
UK: May 2013 / US: Jul 2013
978-0-19-870485-0 | PB | 736pp £12.99/$21.95
978-0-19-964025-6 | HB | 736pp £40/$71
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Companion to the Book
2-VOLUME SET
General Editors: Michael Suarez SJ, University of Virginia, and H. R. Woudhuysen, University College London

The Oxford Companion to the Book is a unique work of reference, covering the book, broadly conceived, throughout the world from ancient to modern times. It includes traditional subjects such as bibliography, palaeography, the history of printing, editorial theory and practice, textual criticism, book collecting, and libraries, but it also engages with newer disciplines such as the history of the book and the electronic book. It pays particular attention to how different societies shape books and how books shape societies.

The two-volume work is organized in two parts. The first part is a substantial series of introductory essays, making up about a third of the text. The second part of the Companion comprises an A-Z section of over 5,000 entries on every aspect of this exceptionally rich and diverse subject.

Oxford Companion Series
UK: Jan 2010 / US: Jan 2010
978-0-19-860653-6 | HB | 1,408pp £220/$355
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Companion to English Literature
Seventh Edition
Edited by Dinah Birch, University of Liverpool

The Oxford Companion to English Literature provides unrivalled coverage of all aspects of English literature - from writers, their works, and the historical and cultural context in which they wrote, to critics, literary theory, and allusions.

For the seventh edition, the Companion has been thoroughly revised and updated to meet the needs and concerns of today’s students and general readers. Over 1,000 new entries have been added, ranging from new writers to increased coverage of writers and literary movements from around the world.

Oxford Companion Series
978-0-19-280687-1 | HB | 1,184pp £40/$160
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference
NEW

A Dictionary of Nursing
SEVENTH EDITION

Edited by Elizabeth A. Martin
Consultant Editor Tanya A. McFerran, Anglia Ruskin University

Written by medical and nursing specialists, and offering more than 10,300 clear and concise entries on the theory and practice of nursing, the dictionary provides comprehensive coverage of the ever-expanding vocabulary of the nursing professions. As well as nursing-specific terms, there are also many entries in the fields of medicine, anatomy, physiology, ethics, psychiatry, nutrition, statistics, and pharmacology. Almost 100 helpful illustrations and tables, 17 appendices covering the Code of Conduct 2015, the calculation of drug dosages, essential skill clusters, religion and nursing practice, recommended alcohol intake, and much more, make this an essential reference tool for all nursing students and professionals.

Oxford Quick Reference
UK: May 2017**
978-0-19-878845-4 | PB | 672pp £9.99
Available in Oxford Reference

Oxford Medicine Online
www.oxfordmedicine.com

Oxford Medicine Online is a digital platform hosting Oxford University Press’ prestigious medical titles. This resource brings together authoritative texts by world-renowned authors available online for the first time. We have published over 1,000 books on Oxford Medicine Online, many of which include exclusive digital tools, such as videos, to further enrich learning and practice. Our online medical content continues to grow with new titles, and includes popular series such as Oxford Medical Handbooks Online, Oxford Medical Textbooks Online and the Mayo Clinic Scientific Press.

Connect with Oxford
Academic Insights for the Thinking World

Find us at blog.oup.com
Or search your social networks for ‘OUPacademic’
A Dictionary of Epidemiology
Sixth Edition
Edited by Miquel Porta, Hospital del Mar, IMIM Research Institute
This sixth edition of *A Dictionary of Epidemiology* - the most updated since its inception – reflects the profound, substantive, and methodological changes that have come to characterize epidemiology and its associated disciplines. Sponsored by the International Epidemiological Association, this book remains the essential reference for anyone studying or working in epidemiology, biostatistics, public health, medicine, or the growing number of health sciences in which epidemiologic competency is now required. More than just a dictionary, this text is an essential guidebook to the state of the science. It offers the most current, authoritative definitions of terms central to biomedical and public health literature – everything from confounding and incidence rate to epigenetic inheritance and Number Needed to Treat. As epidemiology continues to change and grow, *A Dictionary of Epidemiology* will remain its book of record.

978-0-19-997673-7 | PB | 376pp £23.99/$36.95
978-0-19-997672-0 | HB | 376pp £44.99/$69
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Companion to Consciousness
Edited by Tim Bayne, University of Oxford, Axel Cleeremans, F.R.S.-FNRS (Belgium) and Université Libre de Bruxelles, and Patrick Wilken, Cell Press
*The Oxford Companion to Consciousness* is the most complete authoritative survey of contemporary research on consciousness. Five years in the making and including over 250 concise entries written by leaders in the field, the volume covers both fundamental knowledge as well as more recent advances in this rapidly changing domain. Structured as an easy-to-use dictionary and extensively cross-referenced, the Companion offers contributions from philosophy of mind to neuroscience, from experimental psychology to clinical findings, so reflecting the profoundly interdisciplinary nature of the domain. Particular care has been taken to ensure that each of the entries is accessible to the general reader and that the overall volume represents a comprehensive snapshot of the contemporary study of consciousness.

Oxford Companion Series
978-0-19-871218-3 | PB | 670pp £37.49/$65
978-0-19-856951-0 | HB | 688pp £49.99/$79
Available in Oxford Reference

OUPblog

Oxford University Press’s Academic Insights for the Thinking World
Authors, staff, and friends of Oxford University Press provide daily commentary and opinion on a range of topics. The OUPblog is a source like no other for learning, understanding, and reflection.

For the latest insight into a range of topics, visit blog.oup.com
**The Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments**

**5-VOLUME SET**

Second Edition

Editor-in-Chief: Laurence Libin

Editorial Board Members: Anne Beetem Acker, Carolyn Bryant, J. Richard Haefer, James B. Kopp, and Jeremy Montagu

The second edition of *The Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments*, is the largest, most comprehensive reference publication on worldwide musical instruments. Thirty years ago, the three volumes of the first edition of the dictionary were produced to wide acclaim in the musical community. This second edition reflects the last three decades’ tremendous growth in scope and sophistication of the field of organology. At five volumes, it provides greatly expanded coverage, particularly of electronic and experimental instruments, history and techniques of instrument design and manufacture, issues of practical concern, the human body as instrument, and people whose work has shaped the modern understanding of instruments.


978-0-19-974339-1 | HB | 4,192pp £590/$995

**Oxford Reference**


---

**The Grove Dictionary of American Music**

**8-VOLUME SET**

Second Edition

Editor-in-Chief: Charles Hiroshi Garrett, University of Michigan

This book is the largest, most comprehensive reference publication on American music. Twenty-five years ago, the four volumes of the first edition of the dictionary initiated a great expansion in American music scholarship. This second edition reflects the growth in scholarship the first edition initiated. At eight volumes, it provides greatly expanded coverage, particularly in the areas of popular music, cities and regions, music of a wide variety of ethnic and cultural groups, musical theater, opera, and music technology.


978-0-19-531428-1 | HB | 5,592pp £1160/$1595

**Oxford Reference**

Garrett: *The Grove Dictionary of American Music*

---

**FORTHCOMING in 2018**

**The Grove Guide to American Film Music**

Editor-in-Chief: Daniel Goldmark, Case Western Reserve University

**Coming Soon to Oxford Reference**

---

Order Online at: www.oup.com or contact your sales representative
The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians
29-VOLUME SET
Second Edition

Edited by the late Stanley Sadie, and John Tyrrell

- 29,000+ articles and 6,000+ contributors from 98 countries
- 20,000+ biographies and 5,000+ photographs, diagrams, drawings, and maps
- Coverage of new schools of thought within musicology, such as feminism and gay and lesbian music

Since its initial publication in 1980, The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians has been widely acclaimed as an indispensable resource and a classic reference. The word ‘updated’ doesn’t begin to describe the thousands of new articles, topics, cross-references, and areas of scholarship incorporated into the new edition. Every one of the first edition’s 22,500 articles has been reviewed and revised, with thousands of articles expanded. Previously neglected or under-represented areas have been examined, explored, and explained. Movements and topics once deemed too controversial or too far from the mainstream have been added. And throughout, 6,500 new articles cover more than 5,000 years of music history, instruments, composers, institutions, performers, genres, and more.

The new edition also includes extensive, authoritative contributions on non-Western music, such as Latin American music, to less-examined contributions, such as Asian, sub-Saharan African, and Pacific Islander.

978-0-19-517067-2 | HB | 25,000pp £1017.50/$1575
Available Online

Oxford History of Western Music
5-VOLUME SET
Richard Taruskin, University of California, Berkeley

The definitive history of Western music by one of the leading musicologists of our time. The five paperbacks explore music from the earliest notations to the late twentieth century.

978-0-19-538630-1 | Pack | 3,856pp £125/$185
Available as an Ebook

The Oxford Companion to Theatre & Performance
Edited by Dennis Kennedy, Trinity College, Dublin

The Oxford Companion to Theatre and Performance is an accessible yet authoritative, with particularly strong coverage of actors, playwrights, directors, and designers, as well as the styles, organizations, and movements. 2,400 fully up-to-date entries provide an essential Companion for anyone involved with the theatre.

Oxford Companion Series

978-0-19-957419-3 | HB | 704pp £45/$45
Available in Oxford Reference

Grove Music Online
www.oxfordmusiconline.com
THE OXFORD ENCYCLOPEDIAS OF THE BIBLE

The Oxford Encyclopedias of the Bible series is a monumental reference work, consisting of eight two-volume sets and containing over one thousand comprehensive essays by scholars from many countries and with a wide variety of perspectives. Each two-volume set is devoted to a particular subject or approach, and within each set entries several thousand words long explore specific topics in-depth. With bibliographic references and suggestions for further reading, each entry provides a thorough overview of the topic and serves as an entrance point to further research for both seasoned scholars and beginning students.

2016 Dartmouth Medal Winner

The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Bible and Law
2-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: Brent Strawn, Emory University
Oxford Encyclopedias of the Bible
978-0-19-984330-5 | HB | 1,176pp
£255/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

2015 Library Journal Best Reference

The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Bible and the Arts
2-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: Timothy Beal, Case Western Reserve University
Oxford Encyclopedias of the Bible
978-0-19-984651-1 | HB | 1,224pp
£255/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Bible and Ethics
2-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: Robert L. Brawley, McCormick Theological Seminary
Oxford Encyclopedias of the Bible
978-0-19-982991-0 | HB | 1,152pp
£255/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Biblical Interpretation
2-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: Steven L. McKenzie, Rhodes College
Oxford Encyclopedias of the Bible
978-0-19-983226-2 | HB | 1,164pp
£255/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

2015 Library Journal Best Reference

The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Bible and Archaeology
2-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: Daniel Master, Wheaton College
Editorial Board Members: Jürgen K. Zangenberg, Leiden University, Avraham Faust, Bar-Ilan University, Beth Alpert Nakhai, University of Arizona, and L. Michael White, University of Texas at Austin
Oxford Encyclopedias of the Bible
UK: Jul 2013 / US: Jun 2013
978-0-19-984653-5 | HB | 1,188pp
£192.50/$395

Oxford Biblical Studies Online
www.oxfordbiblicalstudies.com

Order Online at: www.oup.com or contact your sales representative
Dictionary of Hinduism

W. J. Johnson, Cardiff University

With almost 2,800 entries on all aspects of Hinduism, this is the most up-to-date and comprehensive dictionary of its kind. With its coverage spanning 3,500 years of Hinduism – from the religion’s conception to Hinduism in the 21st century – this brand new A-Z also acknowledges the historical interplay between Hindu traditions and others, for example, Buddhist, Jain, Sikh, and Islamic. An invaluable first port of call for anyone seeking information about Indian religions and culture.

978-0-19-861025-0 | HB | 400pp £38.99/$58
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Islamic World

6-VOLUME SET
Revised Edition

Editor-in-Chief: John L. Esposito. Georgetown University

The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Islamic World is a comprehensive reference work that includes approximately 1,100 articles on all aspects of the Islamic world. It represents a thorough revision and expansion of The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern Islamic World with 324 new articles and 400 revised articles. All of the bibliographies are updated and revised to reflect the most current scholarship available. It brings the material up to date and extends coverage back to the beginnings of Islam in the sixth century.

978-0-19-530513-5 | Pack | 2,976pp £470/$795
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Dictionary of the Jewish Religion

Second Edition

Editor-in-Chief: Adele Berlin, and Robert H. Smith, University of Maryland

Editorial Board Member: Maxine Grossman, University of Maryland

The Oxford Dictionary of the Jewish Religion has been the go-to resource for students, scholars, and researchers in Judaic Studies since its 1997 publication. This dictionary covers more than three millennia of Jewish religious thought, custom, law, and practice, from traditional approaches to Reform, Conservative, Reconstructionist, and post-denominational Judaism. The new edition includes recent and changing rituals in the Jewish community, such as the growing trend of baby-naming ceremonies and the founding of gay/lesbian synagogues.

978-0-19-973004-9 | HB | 960pp £127.50/$195
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Dictionary of Christian Art & Architecture

Second Edition

Edited by Tom Devonshire Jones, the ‘Art and Christianity Enquiry’ journal, Linda Murray, University of London, 1949-1979, and Peter Murray, University of London

The Oxford Dictionary of Christian Art and Architecture explains a wide range of terms used in the study of the history of Christian art and architecture including subjects, topics, themes, artists, works, movements, and buildings. This long-awaited new edition of Peter and Linda Murray’s classic text continues to provide an invaluable, authoritative, and engaging guide to interpreting Christian Art both for students and teachers of the subject, as well as non-specialists or those without a formal education in Christianity.

978-0-19-968027-6 | HB | 672pp £35/$60
Available in Oxford Reference

Order Online at: www.oup.com or contact your sales representative
The Oxford Encyclopedia of Islam and Women
2-VOLUME SET

Editor-in-Chief: Natana J. Delong-Bas, Boston College

Editorial Board Members: Asma Afsaruddin, Indiana University, Hibba Abugideiri, Villanova University, Heba Ezzat, Cairo University, and John L. Esposito

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Islam and Women provides clear, current, comprehensive information on the major topics of scholarly interest within the study of Islam and women.

The encyclopedia, which is based on the highly acclaimed Oxford Encyclopedia of the Islamic World and is one of four encyclopedias in the Islamic World series. It features several hundred in-depth articles written by leading experts and is intended as a single source for accurate overview articles covering all aspects of this flourishing area of research.

Oxford Encyclopedias of Islamic Studies

978-0-19-976446-4 | HB | 1,428pp £255/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Islam and Politics
2-VOLUME SET

Editor-in-Chief: Emad El-Din Shahin, American University in Cairo

Editorial Board Members: Peri J. Bearman, Harvard Law School, Sohail H. Hashmi, Mount Holyoke College, Khaled Keshk, DePaul University, and Joseph A. Kechichian, Kechichian and Associates, LLC

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Islam and Politics thematically examines the major topic areas of political science as they relate to the Muslim world: concepts, values, thought, ideologies, structures, institutions, and systems. This major reference work also examines topics that are unique to the Muslim world: basic beliefs, Muslim political history, Islam in specific geographic regions, thinkers and reformers, and international relations.

Oxford Encyclopedias of Islamic Studies

978-0-19-973935-6 | HB | 1,452pp £255/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Science, and Technology in Islam
2-VOLUME SET

Edited by Ibrahim Kalin, Georgetown University, Salim Ayduz, Istanbul Medeniyet University, and Caner Dagli, College of the Holy Cross

- More than 250 A-Z entries, by more than 130 international scholars, make this the authoritative resource on the subject
- Includes complete coverage of Islamic philosophy and sciences, and technologies from the classical through contemporary periods
- Provides scholarly overviews of the thinkers, movements, instruments, theories, institutions, processes, events, and historical developments related to Islamic classical history and the contemporary quest for knowledge

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Science, and Technology in Islam provides both an overview and a comprehensive and detailed survey of the main features of philosophy, science, medicine and technology in the Muslim world. The level of entries are scholarly, based on primary and secondary sources, and aimed at advanced students of Islamic philosophy and science. The selection of entries as well as their content reflect the highest academic standards and most recent research in the field, providing scholars and advanced students with in-depth surveys on the most important issues in the study of these topics, serving as the authoritative reference work on this important area of research.

Oxford Encyclopedias of Islamic Studies

978-0-19-981257-8 | HB | 1,152pp £255/$395
Available in Oxford Reference
Encyclopedia of Climate & Weather
3-VOLUME SET
Second Edition
Editors-in-Chief:
Dr. Stephen H. Schneider, Stanford University, and
Terry L. Root
Editorial Board Member:
Dr. Michael Mastrandrea, Stanford University

The Encyclopedia of Climate and Weather Second Edition is a thoroughly up-to-date resource with many additions, and revisions since the publication of the First Edition in 1996. In over 330 entries, the Encyclopedia covers essential topics that include the processes that produce weather, the circulation of the atmosphere that generates the world’s climates, classification of climates, important scientific concepts used by climatologists and meteorologists, as well as the history atmospheric sciences, biographies of noteworthy contributors to the field, and significant weather events from extreme tropical cyclones to tornadoes to hurricanes. New to this edition are articles on headline-grabbing topics that include the Kyoto Protocol, global warming, tradable permits, and extreme weather.

Each entry is fully cross-referenced, to both definitions of weather- and climate-related terms as well as additional sources for further study. Over 300 photographs, maps, and charts offer highly evocative depictions of various weather and climate conditions around the world and across time. The Encyclopedia is also equipped with historical examples of disasters caused by bad weather, milestones in the development of the atmospheric sciences, and the geological time scale, making it a comprehensive and authoritative resource for anyone doing research in this area or working in the field.

978-0-19-976532-4 | HB | 1,488pp £292.50/$450

Social Work Essentials
SELECTIONS FROM THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SOCIAL WORK

Editor-in-chief: Dr. Cynthia Franklin

In honor of the 60th anniversary of the National Association of Social Workers (NASW) and the 50th anniversary of the groundbreaking Encyclopedia of Social Work, NASW Press and Oxford University Press are proud to publish Social Work Essentials. This volume brings together selected new and revised articles along with a few core, unrevised articles from the 2008 print version in a brief reference guide for the social work profession. Covering a range of theoretical and practice orientations, this collection provides both fundamental knowledge for the profession and timely updates on the knowledge needed for social work practice.

978-0-19-049962-4 | HB | 656pp £65/$99.95

Encyclopedia of Social Work
4-VOLUME SET
Twentieth Edition
Edited by Terry Mizrahi, Hunter College, and Larry Davis, University of Pittsburgh

This new edition of the encyclopedia includes coverage of areas that have come to the fore since the 1995 19th edition, including demographic changes from immigration, evidence-based practice, gerontology, and trauma and disaster.

978-0-19-530661-3 | HB | 2,208pp £375/$580

Available in Oxford Reference and Encyclopedia of Social Work
The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Political & Legal History

2-VOLUME SET

Editor-in-Chief: Donald T. Critchlow, and Philip R. VanderMeer, both at Arizona State University

The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Political and Legal History brings together an unparalleled wealth of information about the laws, institutions, and actors that have governed America throughout its history. Entries key political figures, important legislation and governmental institutions, broad political trends relating to elections, voting behavior, and party development, as well as key court cases, legal theories, constitutional interpretations, Supreme Court justices, and other major legal figures. Emphasizing the interconnectedness of politics and law, providing an invaluable and in-depth overview of the development of America's political and legal frameworks.

978-0-19-975461-8 | HB | 1,224pp
Available in Oxford Reference

£255/$395

Visit our website at: www.oup.com/academic
The New Oxford Companion to Economics in India
2-VOLUME SET
Third Edition
Edited by Kaushik Basu, Cornell University, and Annemie Maertens, University of Pittsburgh

This new edition of The Oxford Companion to Economics in India is an updated and comprehensive resource on contemporary Indian economy. With more than 80 revised entries and 25 new entries, this edition takes into account recent developments, policy changes, and latest data.

Oxford Companions to Political Studies
978-0-19-807855-5 | HB | 992pp £180/$275
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Companion to American Politics
2-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: David Coates, Wake Forest University
Editorial Board Members: Kathy Smith, and C. William Walldorf, Jr., both at Wake Forest University

The Oxford Companion to American Politics provide students and scholars with a valuable reference source in the field of American Politics. In several hundred entries from the most renowned scholars in the field, the Companion explores the full range of topics related to the subject, including national institutions and organizations, the social bases of politics and political divisions, and patterns of conflict and prospects for changes.

Oxford Companions to Political Studies
978-0-19-976431-0 | HB | 1,152pp £255/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Companion to International Relations
2-VOLUME SET
Editor-in-Chief: Joel Krieger, Wellesley College
Editorial Board Members: Craig N. Murphy, and Joel Krieger, both at Wellesley College, and Ayse Kaya, Swarthmore College

This two-volume Companion is one of the first reference works to make the field of International Relations clear and comprehensible to both specialists and non-specialists. Entries are mostly thematic in content, rather than site-specific, permitting the work to have value and currency for years to come.

Oxford Companions to Political Studies
978-0-19-973887-8 | HB | 1,212pp £255/$395
Available in Oxford Reference

Order Online at: www.oup.com or contact your sales representative
Encyclopedia of Africa
2-VOLUME SET

Edited by Kwame Anthony Appiah, Princeton University, and Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Harvard University

The Encyclopedia of Africa presents the most up-to-date and thorough reference on this region of ever-growing importance in world history, politics, and culture. Its core is comprised of the entries focusing on African history and culture from 2005’s acclaimed five-volume Africana – nearly two-thirds of these 1,300 entries have been updated, revised, and expanded to reflect the most recent scholarship. Organized in an A-Z format, the articles cover prominent individuals, events, trends, places, political movements, art forms, business and trade, religions, ethnic groups, organizations, and countries throughout Africa. There are articles on contemporary nations of sub-Saharan Africa, ethnic groups from various regions of Africa, and European colonial powers. Other examples include Congo River, Ivory trade, Mau Mau rebellion, and Pastoralism.

UK: May 2010 / US: Jan 2010
978-0-19-533770-9 | Pack | 1,392pp £205/$315
Available in Oxford Reference

Oxford Scholarship Online
A vast and rapidly expanding online research library
‘a must-have online resource’
Library Journal’s netConnect

Oxford Scholarship Online now offers quick and easy access to the full text of over 13,000 scholarly monographs in the following subject areas.


Visit our website at: www.oup.com/academic
The Oxford Companion to Beer

The Oxford Companion to Beer is the first reference work to fully investigate the history and vast scope of beer. Entries not only define terms such as 'spent grain' and 'wort', but give fascinating details about how these and other ingredients affect a beer’s taste, texture, and popularity. Cultural entries on such topics as drinking songs or beer gardens offer vivid accounts of how our drinking traditions have shifted through history, and how these traditions vary in different parts of the world, from Japan to Mexico, New Zealand, and Brazil, among many other countries. Collectively the Companion has over 1,100 entries - written by 150 of the world's most prominent beer experts.

The Oxford Companion Series

978-0-19-536713-3 | HB | 960pp £40/$65
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Companion to American Food and Drink

The Oxford Companion to American Food and Drink provides a concise, authoritative, and exuberant look at this modern American obsession. Ideal for the food scholar and food enthusiast alike, it is equally appetizing for anyone fascinated by Americana, capturing our culture and history through what we love most – food!

The Oxford Companion Series

978-0-19-530796-2 | HB | 736pp £36/$65
Available as an Ebook

The Oxford Companion to Cheese

The Oxford Companion to Cheese is the first major reference work dedicated to cheese, containing 855 A-Z entries on cheese history, culture, science, and production. From cottage cheese to Camembert, from Gorgonzola to Gruyère, there are entries on all of the major cheese varieties globally, but also many cheeses that are not well known outside of their region of production. Regional entries on places with a strong history of cheese production, biographies of influential cheesemakers, innovative and influential cheese shops, and historical entries on topics like manorial cheesemaking and cheese in children’s literature round out the Companion’s eclectic cultural coverage.

The Oxford Companion Series

978-0-19-933088-1 | HB | 888pp £40/$65
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference
The Oxford Companion to Sugar and Sweets

Editor-in-Chief: Darra Goldstein, Williams College
Foreword by Sidney Mintz, John Hopkins University
Editorial Board Members: Eric Rath, University of Kansas, and Michael Krondl, Laura Mason, Geraldine Quinzio, and Ursula Heinzelmann, all food historians

The Oxford Companion to Sugar and Sweets includes the collective knowledge of 265 expert contributors, from food historians to chemists, restaurateurs to cookbook writers, neuroscientists to pastry chefs. The Companion takes readers around the globe and throughout time, affording glimpses deep into the brain as well as stratospheric flights into the world of sugar-crafted fantasies. In nearly 600 entries, the Companion traces sugar’s journey from a rare luxury to a ubiquitous commodity.

Oxford Companion Series
978-0-19-931339-6 | HB | 920pp £40/$65
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Companion to Food

Third Edition
Alan Davidson
Edited by Tom Jaine, Independent Writer

This Companion is a unique repertory of foodstuffs, cooked dishes, and food processes, with entries that cover the food and foodways of the countries of the world, and the literature of food and cookery. This edition updates existing entries, the bibliography, and adds new entries on topics that reflect the universal relevance of food studies.

Oxford Companion Series
978-0-19-967733-7 | HB | 960pp £40/$65
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference

The Oxford Companion to Wine

Fourth Edition
Julia Harding
Edited by Jancis Robinson

- Almost 4,000 A to Z entries on a breathtaking range of topics, from grape varieties and regions to viticulture, growers, and the history of wine
- More than 60 percent of entries have been comprehensively revised and updated to include the very latest international research and opinion
- 300 brand-new entries, including wine apps, aromatics, geosmin, Hong Kong, minerality, natural wine, social media, and tasting notes language

Combining meticulously-researched fact with refreshing opinion and wit, this Companion presents almost 4,000 entries on every wine-related topic imaginable, from regions and grape varieties to the owners, connoisseurs, growers, and tasters in wine; from viticulture and oenology to the history of wine, from its origins to the present day. More than 180 esteemed contributors range from internationally renowned academics to some of the most famous wine writers and wine specialists in the world.

Oxford Companion Series
978-0-19-870538-3 | HB | 908pp £40/$65
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Reference
NEW

Oxford Research Encyclopedias
www.oxfordre.com

Reference Reimagined
Through the Oxford Research Encyclopedias (ORE) program, Oxford is building dynamic online encyclopedias in 20+ disciplines that will be continuously updated by the world’s leading scholars, scientists, and researchers. With expert editors and peer-review, the ORE project will combine the discoverability of digital with the standards of academic publishing.

Who’s Who and Who Was Who
www.ukwhoswho.com

Anyone who is, or was, anyone...in their own words
Who’s Who and Who Was Who, published annually by A & C Black since 1897, and online exclusively by Oxford University Press since 2008, is the leading source of up-to-date information about over 34,000 influential people from all walks of life, worldwide, who have left their mark on British public life. Who Was Who is an invaluable historical archive which collects together the entries of over 100,000 people, now deceased, which were included in previous editions of Who’s Who. Containing autobiographical listings of senior politicians, judges, civil servants, and notable figures from the arts, academia, and other areas, it is an invaluable research tool and unique way of measuring social change.

American National Biography Online
www.anb.org

The life of a nation is told by the lives of its people
Discover the lives of more than 18,000 men and women – from all eras and walks of life – who have influenced American history and culture in the acclaimed American National Biography Online (ANB). Alongside the wealth of biographies, over 900 articles from The Oxford Companion to United States History expand the learning experience with entries on historic events, social movements, ideologies, and iconic sites in the United States to provide depth and context.

Oxford Bibliographies
www.oxfordbibliographies.com

Developed cooperatively with scholars and librarians worldwide, Oxford Bibliographies offers exclusive, authoritative research guides. Combining the best features of an annotated bibliography and a high-level encyclopedia, this cutting-edge resource guides researchers to the best available scholarship across a wide variety of subjects. Oxford Bibliographies currently span 40 modules from topics as diverse as African Studies and Classics to Ecology, International Law, and Public Health.

Many of our resources are available for individual monthly and annual subscriptions. Visit www.oup.com/online for more information.
Scholarly Research Reviews

*Oxford Handbooks Online* brings together the world’s leading scholars to write review essays that evaluate the current thinking on a field or topic, and make an original argument about the future direction of the debate. Articles review the key issues, reveal original arguments and concepts, and set the agenda for new research. The books have become one of the most successful and cited series within scholarly publishing, and the entire collection of work across 14 subject areas is available on *Oxford Handbooks Online*.

Also of Interest...

- Grove Art Online [www.oxfordartonline.com](http://www.oxfordartonline.com)
- Grove Music Online [www.oxfordmusiconline.com](http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com)
- Oxford Islamic Studies Online [www.oxfordislamicstudies.com](http://www.oxfordislamicstudies.com)
- Oxford African American Studies Center [www.oxfordaasc.com](http://www.oxfordaasc.com)
- Benezit Dictionary of Artists [www.oxfordartonline.com](http://www.oxfordartonline.com)
- Oxford Biblical Studies Online [www.oxfordbiblicalstudies.com](http://www.oxfordbiblicalstudies.com)

**Oxford Reference**

*Oxford Reference* is the home of quality reference publishing, bringing together over 2 million entries, many of which are illustrated, into a single cross-searchable resource. Discover quality, up-to-date reference content across a vast range of subject areas, from *The Oxford Dictionary of Family Names in Britain and Ireland* and *The Oxford Companion to Fairy Tales* to Dictionaries of Physics, Nursing, Marketing, and more.

**Oxford Dictionary of National Biography Online**

*The people who shaped the history of the British Isles and beyond*

Explore the lives of over 60,000 people worldwide in this illustrated online collection of specially-written biographies. This vast and authoritative resource covers individuals who have shaped all aspects of British history, from the Romans to the present day.

www.oup.com/online
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